Course Information
March 9-June 18
Mondays & Wednesdays C1 2:30-4:00 PM (Room 9-6)
Instruction in English

Contact Information
carola.ramon.berjano@hotmail.com

Course Description
This course will study the development patterns of Latin America since colonial times to present days. Dependency from external factors has underpinned Latin America’s economic development. This course will focus on the specific issues that determined the economic development of the region as a whole, as well as that of individual countries. The first part of this course will focus on economic history. In the second part, students are expected to choose one country from a list of Latin American countries and conduct research. A case study of the chosen country’s patterns of development and how economic history forged present-day conditions /issues /disparities/insertion in the world will be presented, both orally - approximately 25 minutes followed by a 10-15 discussion – as well as written, both with a substantial weigh in the total final grade of the course, as seen below. The third part of the course will focus on the future prospects of Latin American development, future dilemmas and strategies to follow.

Course Requirements
Class attendance is required of all students at UB. A 75% attendance to classes is mandatory to keep the regular student status. An electronic system keeps track of attendance. Students have to slide an electronic card every class to comply with the attendance policy. Class participation is very important; there will be several class discussions, which will rely heavily on student participation. Students are expected to conduct research for the final paper and consult the digital library (EBSCO) for that purpose. UB holds to the view that plagiarism constitutes intellectual theft and is a serious breach of acceptable conduct. Any student caught plagiarizing will immediately be given a “no credit” for all courses taken in the semester. There will be no make ups for classes falling on public holidays. For a better understanding of the comparable table for grading: check the conversion table online: http://www.ub.edu.ar/studies/conversion_table.htm
Grading Policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grading Component</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midterm</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case study oral presentation</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case study written presentation</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final exam</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Required Textbooks and Materials
Course Reader, Carola Ramon-Berjano, ed.

Academic Calendar

Week 1. Introduction and overview of the course

**Monday 3/9:** Introduction. Presentation of the course, methodology and objectives. Distribution of topics for case studies. Discussion: Do historical patterns of development determine the “fate” of certain countries?

**Wednesday 3/11:** Introduction to the economic history of Latin America. Indicators. The role of international trade. Identifying different periods: the primary sector exporting model (from independence to 1930), the transition period (1930 to 1945), the post 1945 dilemmas to present day. The role of Europe and then the US. The emergence of China.

**HISTORICAL PATTERNS OF DEVELOPMENT**

Week 2. Economic theory and development


**Wednesday 3/18:** The economic theory of integration for development. Effects and repositioning in Latin America as a consequence of external integration schemes. The case of the European Union, Nafta, ASEAN.

Week 3. External effects to the Latin American development path

**Monday 3/23:** Vicious circle of underdevelopment. Can it be broken? The Asian Case. Japan, the Asian Tigers and the flying geese model of development. The economic rise of China and the implications for Asia and the rest of the world.

**Wednesday 3/25:** Colonial times in America and independence. Growth, trends and patterns of trade and specialisation.

Week 4. Development post independence. The neo-colonial model of development

Week 5. The crisis and the aftermath


Wednesday 4/8: New policies, different political and economic patterns, Latin American integration and institutions – politics vs. economics and ALADI, FTAA, UNASUR

Week 6. Crisis and recovery

Monday 4/13: Debt, Crisis, the IMF and conditionality, political instability. Democracy and reform

Wednesday 4/15: Review and article discussion (to be determined)

CASE STUDIES

Week 7. Integration and the disruption of “natural” trade routes and markets. Argentina, Brazil and MERCOSUR

Monday 4/20: MERCOSUR. Main issues. CASE STUDY (presented by the lecturer): “Argentina - From colonial times to present-day issues.” (followed by discussion)

Wednesday 4/22: CASE STUDY (presented by the lecturer): “The long term impact of Brazil’s development on its economic structure.” (followed by discussion) Article discussion: The role of ZICOSUR as a more effective type of regional integration scheme.

Week 8. Mid term week

Monday 4/27: Revision for exam

Wednesday 4/29: Midterm exam

Week 9. Integrating outside the region.

Monday 5/4: Introduction by the lecturer: Looking at Asia, The Pacific Alliance. CASE STUDY 1 (presented by students): “Chile - A successful export oriented economy” (followed by discussion) CASE STUDY 2 (presented by students): “Peru – from primary product extraction to FTA with China” (followed by discussion)
**Wednesday 5/6:** Introduction by the lecturer: Advantages and disadvantages of looking north - NAFTA and Panama  
*CASE STUDY 3* (presented by students): "Mexico – growth, development and US influence" (followed by discussion)  
*CASE STUDY 4* (presented by students): "Panama – Development through the service sector" (followed by discussion)

**Week 10: Integrating similar economies**

**Monday 5/11:** Introduction by the lecturer: the case of the Andean Pact  
*CASE STUDY 5* (presented by students): "Colombia – coffee, FARC and economic development" (followed by discussion)  
*CASE STUDY 6* (presented by students): "Ecuador – cocoa, oil, dollarization and crisis" (followed by discussion)

**Wednesday 5/13:** Introduction by the lecturer: CARICOM – integration in the Caribbean region  
*CASE STUDY 7* (presented by students): "Caribbean – from colonization and slavery to services provider” (followed by discussion)  
*CASE STUDY 8* (presented by students): "Costa Rica – from primary products to microprocessors. The China factor”

**Week 11:**

**Monday 5/18:** Introduction by the lecturer: Mercosur – Uruguay and Venezuela, the latecomer  
*CASE STUDY 5* (presented by students): "Venezuela - The curse of natural resources?” (followed by discussion)  
*CASE STUDY 6* (presented by students): "Uruguay – small and balanced?” (followed by discussion)

**Wednesday: 5/20:** Introduction by the lecturer: War and the struggle of the landlocked economies  
*CASE STUDY 9* (presented by students): "Paraguay – past and present tragedies” (followed by discussion)  
*CASE STUDY 10* (presented by students): "Bolivia – silver, tin and persistent struggle of a mining economy” (followed by discussion)

**PROSPECTS FOR LATIN AMERICA**

**Week 12: Prospects for Latin America in a changing world order**

**Monday 5/25:** The rise of China and the Asian integration. Where does Latin America stand?

**Wednesday 5/27:** The growing presence of China and the impact on Latin America

**Week 13: The present and future role of the US and the EU for Latin America**
**Monday 6/1:** Diminishing influence of the US and the EU in Latin America. Towards a more South-South cooperation?

**Wednesday 6/3:** Implications of the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement, the RECEP, the TTIP and their impact on the region

**Week 14:**

**Monday 6/8:** Review for final exam

**Wednesday 6/10:** Review for final exam

**Week 15:**

**Monday 6/15:** FINAL EXAM

**Wednesday 6/17:** Final Grade Sheet and signature of “Hoja de situación” (attendance is mandatory).

**Bibliography:**
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**Suggested additional bibliography:**
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